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I think that time is not;. So z::r, Speaker . it is not our inten-
tion at this session to carp or to be unduly critical or to
strain to find faulte We want to be critical where that is
required in the interests of good government and gccd busir,ess,
but certainly ~;e are not going to inject party political
manoeuvring into these proceedings . because this is not the
time for it .

Some criticism has been levelled at the Gcvernment
regarding the calling of Parl.i,ament . My own judgment is that
there can be little criticism levelled at the Gçvernrent on
the ground of not having called Parliament eârlier than it did .

There are some criticisms that can be levelle3 at
the Government in connection with their acticns to date . I
think it would be unwise for us to withhold the ., As I said
before, it is not political criticism that I crant to level .
I think it is a pity that the Goverxu3ent did not find it pos• -
sible to provide Britain and France with moral backino when
they intervened in the Middle East, I said so on the very day
that Britain and France intervened .

Well , elly this afternoon the Prime Ir_inister ' said that
his Government was critical of Britain and France . I am not
sure he used the :,ord "critical"s but at any rate it amounted
to that. It amounted to criticism of Britain, France and Israel
because, he said, they had signed the Charter of the United
Nations agreeing not to take the law into their own hands„ I
think that is trueo Is it not also true that the United Na-
tions signatories pledged themselves to speedy intervention to
stop aggression s7herever-it raised its head? Have they done
it? When there seemed to be no hope whatever that they would
do so or.rrere equipped to do so, then under the circumstances
the question arose what other alternative was left to Britain
and France? I think we have to keep that in our minds as we
proceed .

What has the United Nations done to clear away the
problems and the provocations, indeed the aggressionsy in the
ISiddle East, ISro Speaker? I remind the members of this Assembl y
that the United Nations did nothing until Britain and France
moved to protect their interests and to keep Israel and Egypt
apart . It seemed to take a shock to move the United Nations
to take any action that was worth while . I would not brand
Britain and France as aggressors, as many have done .

Rather than blame those countries I believe we should
seek for the fundamental. causes of deterioration in the world
situation, and in the Middle Eastern situation that is our
immediate concern now . in the weaknesses and the frailties of .
the United Nations, The Prime Minister said this afternoon
that he believed what was happening in the :Jiddlv East was
used as a shield by Russia to cover its horrible rape of Hungary .
I remind the Prime Minister that the Russian turr.-about from
her decision to re move her troops from Hungary came only when


